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Athens

-one of the city-states in Ancient Greece

-direct democracy (by free men, not including slaves and women)

Sophists

-‘sophos' means knowledge; hence ‘sophists’ mean ‘learned men’

-“Man is the measure of all things”



Socrates (470-399 BC)

-true ‘philosopher’

-‘phil’ = love, ‘sophos’ = knowledge or wisdom

-hence, ‘philosophy’ = love of knowledge

-Socratic irony: “I know that I know nothing”

-did not write down anything; all of Socrates’ teachings were recored in the 

form of dialogue by Plato

-do not believe in religion, do not want to follow traditions

-“Know thyself”

-“The unexamined life is not worth living”

-“Virtue is knowledge”

-sentenced to death by the Athenian citizens who accused him of 

corrupting the mind of the youth



Plato (427-347 BC)

-greatest philosopher

-the whole of western philosophy can be considered as a 

series of footnote to Plato

-saw Athenian democracy as a weak, ineffective, and highly 

corrupt form of government

-became very disappointed and left Athens after Athenians 

had sentenced Socrates to death, later returned to establish 

the Academy, the first European university, to continue the 

practice of philosophical discussion after Socrates

-the true, the good, and the beautiful



Plato’s Theory of Forms

-Realm of Forms - abstract, eternal, permanent, original, 

universal, accessible through reason

-World of appearance - material, ever-changing, derivative, 

imperfect, accessible through five senses

-Allegory of the cave







Plato’s The Republic (อุตมรัฐ)

-written in the form of dialogue between Socrates and other 

Athenian characters

-dislike of democracy, prefers social order than freedom of 

individuals

-manual for totalitarian state

-Philosopher king, or aristocrats

-children should be brought up and taught by the state

-books? literature? Homer’s epic? plays?



-books should be banned, and poets should be banished from the ideal republic

-attack the poet’s lack of experience/expertise

-moreover, he is possibly mad or possessed

-books retell (imitate) the world, and this world (seen through our eyes, perceived 

through our senses) in turn imitates the ideal world, hence literature is an imitation of 

an imitation, a copy of a copy, a shadow of a shadow

-literature leads men away from truth

-men sometimes try to imitate the characters in books or plays—becoming an imitation 

of imitation of imitation

-literature encourages men to use emotion over reason

-men sometimes laugh or cry while reading books or watching plays—they lose their 

reason and become emotionally engaged with nonexistent stories, characters

-books are lies

but, interestingly, Plato allows literature (books) and poets to return to the republic if they 

can prove themselves to be good or useful to the state, if literature can help the state 

control its citizens



• Plato: idealism; totalitarian; authoritarian;   
dislike of freedom, arts, and literature

• Socrates “Virtue is knowledge.” (?)



TITLES OF EACH PART

• The Hearth and the Salamander

• ‘hearth’ - warmth, home, familiarity

• ‘salamander’ - creature believed to be able to 
survive the fire



• “It was a pleasure to burn. It was a special 
pleasure to see things blackened and 
changed.” (p. 1)

• Montag being in his element as a fireman

• never questions, feeling at ease

• At last, the salamander will have a change of 
heart. (conflicts in F451)



• The Sieve and the Sand

• metaphor for Montag’s futile attempts:

• to read and understand what is written

• to save the books

• to save himself



THE THING MONTAG IS 
LOOKING FOR

• Not exactly found in books, but depends on:

• 1. Quality of books or media

• 2. Leisure, free time, free from distractions

• 3. Freedom, free will of man not restricted by 
authorities



• Burning Bright

• from William Blake’s “The Tyger”



FIRE IMAGERY
• fireman, salamander

• the firehose and the kerosene

• the match

• “ ‘Play the man, Master Ridley; we shall this day 
light such a candle, by God’s grace, in England, 
as I trust shall never be put out.’ ” (p. 33)

Destructive

Regenerative



BURNING BRIGHT
• The fire in the dark forest

• “It was not burning, it was warming.” (p. 139)

• ~ the torch of civilization

• The blinding light of the atomic bomb (pp. 151-3)

• Phoenix (p. 156)



TYPES OF CONFLICTS
• Man vs. man

• Man vs. himself

• Man vs. society

• Man vs. machine, technology

• Man vs. nature



• exposition: Montag as a salamander

• the encounter with Clarisse (m vs. man; m vs. society)

• the incident of Mildred’s overdose (m vs. machine)

• the Mechanical Hound’s reaction to Montag (m vs. machine)

• the martyrdom of the woman (m vs. man & society; m vs. 
himself)

• Clarisse’s death (m vs. machine)

• end of pt. I: the salamander had a change of heart (m vs. 
himself) *turning point



• Faber’s refusal to help (m vs. man)

• Reading “Dover Beach” (m vs. man & society) *turning 
point

• Beatty taunting Montag (m vs. man)

• Montag burns Beatty (m vs. man) *climax*

• Montag’s running away (m vs. society & machine)

• Montag’s arrival in the camp outside the city while the 
bomb just went off within (falling action, denouement)



conflict

conflict

climax

exposition

turning point

turning point

reversal: point of no return

falling action



• 1st turning point: Montag deciding not to go back 
to the fire department / no longer be a fireman.

• 2nd turning point: Montag became disillusioned 
when he could not convince others to change 
and become like himself by reading them poetry. 
After this act of heroic optimism, he eventually 
realized the futility of his attempt—and the 
consequence would turn out to be very serious.

• Climax: Montag killed Beatty.



MONTAG AND FABER
• schizophrenic?

• foil character

• “Montag-plus-Faber, fire plus water, and then, one day, 
after everything had mixed and simmered and worked 
away in silence, there would be neither fire nor water, 
but wine. Out of two separate and opposite things, a 
third.” (p. 99)



Montag Faber
young old
daring coward

romantic cynic, skeptic
naive world-weary

instinct conscience
head heart

emotion reason
hot cold
fire water

drone queen bee
Adam God
Icarus Dedalus



• “ ‘I feel alive for the first time in years,’ said 
Faber. ‘I feel I’m doing what I should’ve done a 
lifetime ago. For a little while I’m not afraid.’ ”     
(p. 125)



MONTAG VS. BEATTY

• protagonist and antagonist

• new to reading vs. well-read

• moral vs. immoral, corrupt

• Virtue ≠ Knowledge



• situational irony: “The salamander devours his tail!” (p. 
82)

• foreshadowing

• p. 61: “I’ve got an awful feeling I want to smash things 
and kill things”

• p. 62: “I’m going to do something…I don’t even 
know what yet, but I’m going to do something big.”

• p. 64: “…maybe it were best if the firemen 
themselves were burnt.”



BIBLICAL ALLUSIONS
• Loosely based on the story from the Bible:

• the Fall of man (due to curiosity, desire of knowledge)

• pride

• the loss of companionship

• with man (Montag & Mildred, Montag & Beatty)

• redemption, purification, rebirth

• exile -> isolation -> penitence -> redemption



• The Book of Ecclesiastes

• Eccles. 1-11:

• 1 The words of the Teacher, son of David, king in 
Jerusalem: 

• 2 “Meaningless! Meaningless!” says the Teacher. “Utterly 
meaningless! Everything is meaningless.” 

• 3 What do people gain from all their labors at which 
they toil under the sun? 

• 4 Generations come and generations go, but the earth 
remains forever.



• 5 The sun rises and the sun sets, and hurries back to 
where it rises. 

• 6 The wind blows to the south and turns to the north; 
round and round it goes, ever returning on its course. 

• 7 All streams flow into the sea, yet the sea is never full. 
To the place the streams come from, there they return 
again. 

• 8 All things are wearisome, more than one can say. The 
eye never has enough of seeing, nor the ear its fill of 
hearing.



• 9 What has been will be again, what has been 
done will be done again; there is nothing new 
under the sun. 

• 10 Is there anything of which one can say, 
“Look! This is something new”? It was here 
already, long ago; it was here before our time. 

• 11 No one remembers the former generations, 
and even those yet to come will not be 
remembered by those who follow them.



• The Book of Revelation

• The atomic apocalypse at the end of 
Fahrenheit 451 (the context of the Cold 
War)


